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lNTRoDucTtoN
This paper presents an analysis of the deformation and potential
damage to a critical component of an experiment at the flame source in a
high intensity burner due to a small accidental explosion. First, the
accident is briefly summarized. Then, upper and lower bounds for the
explosive load are estimated. Next, a finite element model of one of the
the key structural components is generated and the simplifying
assumptions are Crit-kally evaluated. Then the results of the appropriate
finite element calculation are evaluated and the effect of the accident on
the strudure is presented.
DESCRIPTION OF THE PROBLEM
The experinaental test fixture that sewes as the source of a high
intensity flame cor)sists of four burners, two liquid oxygen (LOX) tanks,
four gaseous nitrogen tanks, four tanks filled with powdered aluminum,
the requisite ocmnecting tubes, oontrol hydraulics and electronic controls.
Figure 1 chows a highly idealized and simplified schematic drawing of a
typical section of the test fixture. Powdered aluminum is added by gravity
feed to a gaseous nitrogen flow and transported through a pipeline into the
canter of a mixing nozzle. Liquid oxygen flows through another pipeline
into the exterior annulus of this mixing nozzle of the burner, where the
oxygen is vaporized. The coaxial streams of gas and aluminum powder mix
and form a highly combustible mixture that is ignited by a pilot light. This
system creates a vertical plume of a burning mixture with thermal flux
propetiies that can be readily controlled with respti to heat flux
intensity, duration and areal exf,ent, Upon completion of each test, the
mixing chambers are flushed with their respective inlet gases, When the
system is restarted, them !s a period of initial gas flow to flush the
system of any residual fuel.

One test run was made with a much finer aluminum powder (6P
nominal particle size) to investigate the effect of increased sufface area
of the dispersed fuel on the thermal flux. The next test was to be done
with the normal size (181Anominal particle size) aluminum powder. During
the initial 02 flush of the mixing chambers, a small explosion took place.
No aluminum powder had yet been added to the flow. The exterior annular
walls of the mixers were blown off and visual flashes were noted at the
two inner burners. Visual examination of the damaged exterior showed
smrch marks on the suppofi stands.The nearby Iquid oxygen tank is
mounted within a large volume of thermal insulation and could not be
conveniently examined. This tank is connected to the mixing chamber
through a flexible pipe. The explosion was -used by a smal! amount of
unburnd very fine aluminum powder that had fallen back into the exterior
annulus of the mixing chamber at the termination of that run and that had
not been removed by the previous gas flush or by the mechanical cleaning
of the apparatus.
The mixer and the external piping systems can be visually examined
and quickly repaired or replaced as necessa~. Since the liquid oxygen tank
and the piping system internal to the thermal insulation cannot be
conveniently examined, a finite element calculation was performed to
determine whether fufiher inspection of this component was necessary.
MM-tOD OF APPROACH
We examine in detail the potential structural deformation in the
liquid oxygen tank from this event. Upper and lower bounds on the
explosive energy release in the mixing chamber are obtained. The
transmission of this energy along the connecting tubes is examined.
Finally a structural analysis of the stresses and displacements in the
liquid 02 tank was carried out using a finite element analysis, whi~;-l
incorporated a constitutive material model describing work-hardening
plasticity to match the behavior of stainless steel at the cryogenic
o~rating temperatures

We wish to establish a good estimate of the transient load thut was
incident on the Iquid oxygen tank, The blast load will originate at the
mixer and then be prcpagatd through the connecting tubes, Thus we will
first present the upper and lower bound of the energy released at the
mixer. The upper bound on the energy release is obtained by assuming that
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the mixing chamber was completely filled with pure oxygen at STP and
that sufficient aluminum powder was present on the interior wfaces of
the mixing chamber to generate a stochiometric reaction. The volume of
the annulus is 280 cm3(17 in3), which would contain 0.40 gm or 0.0125
moles of 02 at STP. The surface area of the annulus is 265 cm2 (41 in2).
The volume of Al powder to stoichiometrically react with the oxygen will
form a layer 6.3p thick. The heat of formation for this reaction is 400
kcalhnol of 02. This heat release was equated to the detonation energy of
an equivalent weight of TNT. The amount of TNT equivalent is 23 ~m
(0047 lb). Distributing the blast effects in an equivalent sphere and
evaluating the resulting blast pressure at its radius yielded a peak side-on
pressure at the location where the oxygen inlet tube is attached of 12.4
MPa (1750 psi) (Baker et. a!., 1980). This estimate required the unlikely
combination of 10O”/Oefficiency of the reaction and uniform coverage of ali
interior surfaces by the aluminum powder. We reduced our estimate of the
energy release slightly to account for this reduction in the total reaction
efficiency. Thus the upper bound estimate used here is 10.3 MPa (1500
psi).
The lower limit on the explosion pressure was obtained by
calculating the minimum internal pressure required to effect the the
observed failure pattern in the annular wall of the mixing chamber. The
annular wall of radius 6.35 cm (2.5”) is 0.64 cm (0.25” ) thick. The inlet
hole from the liquid oxygen line is 3.81 cm (1.5”) in diameter. The failure
pattern was a tensile in response to the circumferential tension in the
narrow strip between the cutout and the top and bottom edges of the
annul us (Figure 2), Using the stress concentration factor from Savin
(1961 ) and a typical ultimate stress for aluminum, we obtain a lower
bound of 3.1 MPa (450 psi) for the internal pressure.
ANALYSIS OF THE STRESSES IN THE LOX TANK
The loaded components of the system consist of the liquid oxygen
tank and the pipe sections (Figure 3). The tank is held in an aluminum
container that provides for handling as well as the insulation of the tank,
The tank walls and the piping from the tank to the support structure are
type 304 stainless steel. The two stainless steel pipe segments from the
tank are symmetrically offset from the center of the torospherical cap.
Each pipe segment has a 90° elbow between the cap and the exterior
support structure, The piping exterior to the structure is flexible copper
tubing The temperatures of the tank and of the piping interior to the
Rupport structure are maintained at the boiling temperature of liquid
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oxygen , -183 C (-297 F). The initial internal pressure of the tank is 1.03
MPa(150 psi).
The pressure pulse that is felt at the oxygen tank is transmitted
though the fluid contained in about 2 m of flexible copper tubing and the
inner stainless steel tubing. The liquid oxygen was flowing at the time of
the incident at a velocity of about 0.4 rrds. The blast load is assumed to
be a wtangular pulse, the duration of which is determmed hy the largest
interior dimension of the mixing chamber. This upper bound blast pressure
in the mixing chamber generates an acoustic pulse propagating backwards
in the pipo that, by Joukowsky’s formula (Nekrosov 1969) is just
sufficient to stop the flow. The pressure in the pipe is transferred to the
pipe structure itself at the elbow. The magnitude of the static applied
bad is equal to the upper bound pressure times the cross section area of
the pipe. This load is applied normal to the plane containing the tank axis
and the centerlines of the two attached pipes. The %vater hammer” mode:
presented here describes a pulse that will traverse the length of the tube
essentially unaltered. Estimates of pressure losses due t~ wall friction,
viscosity, pipe curvature, wave refaction at any bends, N-wave
dispersion, and acoustic radiation Into the surround air or thermal
insulation were made and, collectively, the decrement in the shock
pressure jump is less than 10“/Oof the ini?ial value. These losses are thus
ignored to remain conse~ative.
There is one load reduction factor that should not be ignored. The
pressure pulse in th6 pipe has a very short duration that is small compared
to the lowest period of vibration of the tank. Thus only a small fraction of
the applied force will be activated. For structural motion calculations on
a singledegree-of -freedom system a dynamic load factor (DLF) is defined,
for a rectangular pulse of duration, t, by (Norris et, al., 1959)
DLF=2sin(nt/T),
where T is the period of the singledegree-of -freedom structure The
dynamic Ioi>d factor is tha number by which the deflection, that is
produced by a static load, ir, multiplied to obtain the dynalnic deflection.
For this problem, the pulse duration is about 3 X 10-5, the fundamental
period of the tank is about 3 X 10-3 and, thus, the dynamic load reduction
factor is 006.
The stresses that might be expected in the liquid oxygen tank were
calculated usin~ the commercial finite element code, ABAQUS (Hibbett,
Karlsson and Sorenson (1978). The assumptions for this calculation are
made in a conservative manner such that the reported results are a “worst

case” scenafio. The first assumption is that the pressure wave reaches
the external pipe - LOX tank connection unchanged in both magnitude and
shape. Pressure pulse losses will probably occur due to shock
transmission to the air and to the flexible hosing and due to friction at the
Iqu’kl-pipe interface. Estimates of the pressure drop in an acoustic mode
(e. g. Nekrasov 1969) and in an incompressible waterhammer mode
(Parkmakian 1963) suggested that these loss mechanisms would be of the
waler of 10 to 20V0 for the transm”~ed impulse. The second assumption is
that the welded connections between the tank head and the exit pipes have
no fillets or thickened regions. Further, the angles of the joints are not
rounded by the welding material. This is a conservative assumption
because most welded joints will exhibit some material thickening at the
@M and the rounding off of the sharp angles there. An additional
assumption is that the loads are borne solely by the tank itself. In reality,
so)ne of the load will be absorbed by the external supporting structure, for
example, through deformation of the aluminum wall at the pipe exit
supports or by permanent deformation or compaction of the thermal
insulation. Also a portion of the blast emrgy is contained in the kinetic
energy of a back flow in the Iquid oxygen stream. Some portion of this
bad will not be picked up by the elbow but will initiate a sound pulse into
the Iquid contents in the tank and, thus dispersed, will be invotved with
the short-time tank deformation considered here. We ignore this
contribution.
The finite element mesh for one quafier of the structure is shown
on Figure 4. The LOX tank has two ofkenter exit tubes (one of which is
shown on this drawin~). The tank itself is modeled as a thin cylindrical
shell with a torospherical head. The tank is subjected to the initial
internal pressure of 1.03 Mpa (150 psi) followed by the blast pressure.
The blast load in the flowing oxygen stream is a rectangular pulse with a
constant pressur~ equal to the upper bound limit. The total force is the
product of the pressure times the cross-section area. This load is
transferred to the inlet pipe at the 90° elbow (only one side of the elbow
is shown) and is represented by a tangential forcn of 800 N (3600 Ibs)
applied at the top of the pipe stern. The static equivalent tangential load
that is appt%d to the tank and pipe connector system IS the above load
rnuttiplied by the dynamic load reduction factor appropriate to this
problem and is 48 N (216 Ibs).
An elastic analysis showed that the elastic limit conditions was
exceeded in a very small region near the pipe-tank heed juncture. An
elastic-plastic analysis using a von Mises yield condition and including
WOIA hardening to fit the experimental stress-strain cuwe for type 304
5

stainless steel at -183 C was used. Figure 5 shows the contours of the
maximum octahedral stress for the entire structure. A detail of this
stress oomponent near the pipe-tank juncture is shown in Figure 6. The
stress concentration is just at yield at the juncture. Consideration of the
maximum strain oomponent at that point (shown of Figure 7) shows that
the material is still well below ultimate as only 16°/0 of the available
plastic work was used. This excursion beyond yield was confined to a vety
6mall rqion.

The oxygen tank was loaded by a pressure pulse that was
transmitted along the fluid in the piping system between the mixing
chamber and the tank. The pressure signal that reached the tank should be
bw enough not to cause any damage. The worst case combination of loads,
pipe losses, etc., in the 6ystem oould generate a load at the tank that
would result in a very localized region wherein the stresses were above
yield but were well below the ultimate capacity. At the more probable
bwer limit, the response of the tank would be well below the proportional
limit.
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Figure 1.

schematic

Fiiure 2.

Fracture Pattern in the Deformed Annular Shell

Figure 3.

Schematic Dia~ram of the Liquid Oxygen Tank, Internal Piping and
Support Structure

Figure 4.

Finite Element Mesh of the Lquid Oxygen Tank

Figure 5.

Contours of the Octahedral Stress, von Mises Elastic-Plastic
Model with Work-Hardening, Type 304 Stainless Steel at -18: C,
48 N Applied Tangentially to the Pipe Stub and Normal to the
Symmetry Plane That Includes Both Pipe Stubs

Diagram of the Test Apparatus

Figure 6. Detail of Figure 5 Near the Pipe-Shell Cap Junction
Figure 7.

Stress-Strain Curve for Type 304 Stainless Steel Showing the
Plastic Work Done at the Location of Maximum Deformation
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